
InfrasoundCleaning
Heat Management

Increasing availability, efficiency and lifetime for industrial boilers



INFRASOUND CLEANING
By harnessing thepower of infrasound,Heat Management offerssootcleaning solutionstoprevent
soot build-up on economizers, air pre-heaters, catalysts, precipitators, and ducts. Keeping your
boiler clean throughout the season brings great environmental benefits and saves money at the
same time.

APPLICATIONS
Infrasound Cleaners fromHeatManagement can increase theavailability, lifetime and efficiency of
industrialboilers.The InfrasoundCleaner is tailor-designed tomeetevery customer’sspecific needs
and tomaximize the cleaning effect for every boiler. InfrasoundCleaning has many applications:
Economizers, Catalysts, Air-preheaters, ESP, Ducts,and Goose Necks.Many successful installations
have been carried out on Smoke Tube Boilers, Waste-to-Energy/Biofuel boilers, Catalysts, CFB/
BFB Boilers.
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Infrasound Cleaner installed
on a Smoke tube boiler

Infrasound Cleaner (turquoise)
installed on a Power Boiler

Infrasound Cleaner (turquoise)
installed on an SCR

InfrasoundCleaner installed
on a Waste-to-Energy Boiler

COMMON RESULTS
Infrasound Cleaners are always tailored
to each customer’s specific needs, which
means that the results are not always the
same. But common results are:

• Reduced oreliminatedmanual cleaning.
• Increased availability of the boiler.
• Stabilized differential pressure.
• Increased boiler efficiency.
• Higher and stable production output.
• Increased boiler life expectancy.

Read more about customer benefits on the
nextpage.



CUSTOMER BENEFITS
Infrasound is a non-abrasive, cost-effective
way of preventing soot accumulation.
Our expertise in this field has brought our
customers’ numerousbenefits such as:

Increased boiler availability.
Cleaner economizers,air preheaters,catalysts,
precipitators, and ducts, which mean fewer
outages for manual cleaning. This leads to
lower cleaning costs and reduced need of
operating other boilers to compensate for the
production loss due to cleaning outages.

Increased boiler efficiency.
Cleaner heat transfer surfaces and the
reduction orelimination of steam sootblowing
means that more heat is converted into useful
energy.

Lowoperational and maintenance costs.
The systemisoperated by compressedair and
the mechanical design allows high acoustic
power with low air consumption.

Increased lifetime of the boiler
and reduced maintenance costs.
The usage reduction or elimination of
traditional soot cleaning methods such as
steamsootblowing orshotcleaning, as well as
a more even flue gas flow distributionacross
the area to keep clean prevents erosion and
corrosion.

Higher and more stable production output
as well as lower electricity usage costs of the
ID fan. Cleaner heat transfer surfaces lead to
lower and more stable differential pressure
across the tube bundles, allowing high boiler
output.

Improved working environment.
The automatic operation of the systemmeans
thatunnecessary safety risks related tomanual
cleaning are avoided.
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Visual resultsbefore (left) and after (right
preventive cleaning with InfrasoundTechnology

VISUAL RESULTS
In the figures to the left, you can see the
visual results after a preventive cleaning of
a Waste-to-Energy boiler with Infrasound.

Before installing Infrasound Cleaning
Technology, a manual cleaning must be
performed, then the Infrasound Cleaner
will keep the boiler clean throughout the
season, reducing or eliminating the need
for manual cleaning, and increasing
efficiency and availability of the boiler.



HOWDOES IT WORK?
The technology uses Infrasound waves (non-
audible sound) with a frequency between 15
Hz to 30 Hz (see Figure below). in all directions,
with low frequency to induce a high velocity of
the particles in the flue gas (Turbulent flow).
The particle movement prevents soot deposit
accumulation on all heat exchanger surfaces
(see Figure to the right).

The Infrasound Cleaner is operated by a 24V
DC solenoid valve and runs on compressed air
(6-8 bar), for 2 seconds every 4 minutes. The
InfrasoundCleaner only consumesair during the
2 second operation time. The air consumption
ranges from6-30 NM3/h, depending on the size
of the boiler.

Infrasound (15-30Hz) Audible sound Ultrasound
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INFRAFONE CONNECT
Thesolutionincludesa powerful software tool
called Infrafone Connect, used to maximise
the availability of both the boiler and the
Infrasound Cleaner. Infrafone Connect
measures critical operational parameters
and collects data used for process follow-
up and optimization. Heat Management’s
experts will analyze the data and keep
a constant dialogue with the customer
after the commissioning to maximize the
benefits of the systemand to make sure that
the Infrasound cleaner stays operational
throughout the season.
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Waste-to-Energy boiler - Västerås,Sweden
Boiler capacity: 155MWth
Results:
• Eliminated blocking problem in the ECO.
• Steam sootblowing reduced by 50%.
• Ash transportation operates smoother.
References: 40+additionalWaste-to-Energy
referencesare available.

SCR (Waste-to-Energy) - Delfzijl,Netherlands
Boiler capacity: 3x60MWth
Results:
• Eliminated need for explosioncleaning.
• Stable differential pressure.
• Longer heating element lifetime.
References: 25+additional SCR referencesare
available.

Pulverized Coal Boiler - Mississippi,USA
Boiler capacity: 2x535MW
Results:
• Steam sootblowing almost eliminated.
• Reduced wear on heating surfaces.
• Reduced ID-fan operation.
References: 22+additional CFB referencesare
available.

SmokeTubeBoiler - Edane, Sweden
Boiler capacity: 10MWth
Results:
• Increased boiler efficiency.
• Removed need for air sootblowing.
• Noneed formanual cleaning fora year

(previously 4 stopsper year).
References: 52+additional Smoke Tube
Boiler referencesare available.

REFERENCES
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SUSTAINABILITY ANDPROFIT
Heat Management’s powerful Infrasound
Cleaning Systemhashelpedmanycustomers
with industrial boilers to increase efficiency,
availability, and lifetime of their boilers. Our
ability to help customers become more
sustainable and save money at the same
time is what makes our solutions incredible
investments. Join our journey to a more
sustainable energy productionworldwide.

OTHER INSTALLATIONPHOTOS (RESULTS TBA)

SCR - Rybnik,Poland SmokeTubeBoiler - Äppelbo, Sweden

Biofuel Boiler - Västerås, SwedenBiofuel Boiler - Växjö, Sweden



HISS for power boilers
Heat Management

High Impact Sootblowing SystemTM - Sootblow morewith less steam



HOWDOES IT WORK?
Heat Management’s HISSTM can reduce the time it takes for one sootblowing cycle by 50%.
During boiler shutdown, the HISSTM system is fully integrated into the plant’s DCS system together
with a hardware rebuild of the steam sootblowers, which will achieve overlapping operation of
sootblowers (described on page 3). Heat Management’s expertswill assist the mill in getting the
ideal number sootblower starts to fulfill the needs of each customer (see Figure 1).

SOOTBLOWING ISSUES
Sootblowers inpower boilersare operated tokeep theflue gas path clean and prevent the fouling
and sinteringofaccumulations onheat exchanger surfaces.Anissuewithconventional sootblowing
is that over 90%of the cleaning effect occurs at thefirst impact of the steam at theheat exchanger
surfaces, which means that the time and steam used on the returnstrokemostly go to waste.

HIGH IMPACT SOOTBLOWINGSYSTEM
Heat Management’s patented High Impact Sootblowing System (HISSTM) is a tailored solutionfor
yourboiler,which will bring great environmental and economical benefits. The solutionincludes a
software and hardware update togetherwith process follow-up and optimizationby sootblowing
experts.The HISSTM solutioncan generate the following results:

• Cleaner heat exchanger surfaces, resulting in high steam temperaturesand steam production.
• Increased and stabilized boiler efficiency.
• One-way sootblowing: reduces time and steam consumptionby 45-50% for one sootblowing

cycle. This enables disturbance-free sootblowing-pressure.
• Possiblity to burn cheaper fuels.
• Reduced wear on boiler tubes and equipment.
• Preventedunplanned outages formanual cleaning.

Figure 1shows how HISSTM can be operated at different settings, the customer can customize the
number of startsanywhere between 1-3 after the HISSTM installation.
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Figure 1.HISSTM systemat 3 different settings

1

2

3

1:Steam saving mode:Sootblower
starts maintained at 100%, while
saving 30-45%steam.

2: Combination: Sootblow more
with less steam (can be anywhere
between 1-3).

3: Prevent unplanned outages:
200% sootblower starts with
maintained steam consumption,
operating at maximum efficiency,
preventing unplanned outages.
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OVERLAPPING SOOTBLOWING
The fact that over 90% of the sootblowing occurs at the first impact of the steam at the heat
exchanger surfaces proves that traditional sootblowing is inefficient. Heat Management’s HISSTM

takes advantage of thisand shutsoff thesteamflow on the entry stroke,to only have steamflow on
the retracting stroke.The solutionalso enables thenextsootblower tostartwhen theprevious starts
to retract, which is called ”Overlapping sootblowing”, which enables a 50% shorter sootblowing
cycle with a 45%reduced steam consumption.

The system is tailored to each customer and the plant can adjust the number of sootblowing
starts according needs and preferences. An increased number of starts will enable the plant to
burn cheaper fuels while maintaining a clean boiler throughoutthe season. Heat Management’s
experts will assist the mill in the optimization of the sootblowing system to maximize the benefits.

Sequence 3

Sequence 1

Sequence 2

Sequence 1:The first lance enters the boiler. Instead
of having full steam flow, HISSTM adds a cooling
flow at the entrystroke:steam heats the lance while
condensate is purged at low pressure.

Sequence 2: Full steam flow and pressure on the
first lance as it retracts, and the next sootblower
starts to enter the boiler with a cooling flow. No
condensate formation in the lance - less wear on
heating surfaces and nozzles, and twice as fast

Sequence 3: The sequence continues. Individual
control of steam flow and motor drive: disturbance
-free sootblowingpressure,by synchedsteamflows.
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HISSTMPROCESS FOLLOW-UP
Thesolution doesnotonly includea hardware
and software update, it also includes
process follow-up and optimization. Heat
Management’s experts will keep a constant
dialogue with the customerand will analyze
operational data after the commissioning
to maximize the benefits of the system. The
processfollow-up includesthedetermination
of theoptimal sootblowing capacity to fit the
needs of the customer.

REFERENCES
In the table below, you can see some of Heat Management’s HISSTM references for power
boilers.Forsomeofthesereferences,commissioningwill takeplace 2021andwe can guarantee
45%steam saving on sootblowing, increased boiler efficiency, availability and lifetime. Heat
Management’s experts will tailorthesolutionand makesurethatevery customercan maximize
the benefits of the system.

Location,
startup Boiler maker MWth Number of

sootblowers Fuel Results

Austrianmill
(2021)

Waagner-
Biro 150 13 Red liquor Commissioning 2021,guaranteed 45%steam saving.

Elimination of condensate.

Swedish plant
(2021)

Valmet
(Generator) 60 5 Waste Commissioning 2021,guaranteed 45%steam saving.

Elimination of condensate.

Swedish plant
(2021)

Valmet
(Generator) 60 5 Waste Commissioning 2021,guaranteed 45%steam saving.

Elimination of condensate.

German plant
(2020) AE&E 100 4 Waste Guaranteed 45%steam saving. Eliminationof

condensate.

Swedish plant
(2013)

Babcock
&Wilcox,
Volund

110 10 Recycled
waste wood

Guaranteed 45%steam saving. Eliminationof
condensate.

Swedish plant
(2013)

Burmeister &
Wain 75 5 Waste

The whole boiler was kept clean after the installation.
Sootblowers can be operated twice as oftenwhen the

fuel is difficult, without usingmore steam.

Swedish plant
(2012) Valmet 70 19 Recycled

waste wood
Reduced sootblowing cycle time by 60%,which saves
3MWh per day. 45%reduced steam consumption.

Swedish plant
(2012) Metso 58 16 Biofuel

Increased heat (+12MWh/day) and electricity
production (+7MWh/day). Reduced sootblowerwear
by 50%.Reduced time forsootblowing at low load by

40%.
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DATATRENDS BEFORE/AFTER HISS
In Figure 2 and 3, you can see operational data trends provided by one of our customers,
displaying how the sootblowing systembehaves after installing HISSTM. The diagram in Figure 2
showsdata measured before theHISSTM installationand Figure 3 is a post-installation graph. The
line coloring is described below:

The comparison showsthatHISSTM stabilized themain steam flow rate and steam pressure(Blue
and yellow lines), which results in a reduced wear on the sootblowers, extended life expectancy
of the system,and reduced steam consumption, among many otherbenefits.

Main steam flow rate (kg/s)

Flow, steam to sootblowing system (kg/s)
Pressure regulation, steam to sootblowers (bar)

Figure 2. Data trendsbefore installing HISSTM

Figure 3. Data trendsafter installing HISSTM



Phone: 219-934-7800
Mobile: 219-934-7754
al@adkgreentech.com

https://adkgt.com

U.S. Representation By:

Heat Management

Heat Management was founded in 2016 following a merger between Infrafone AB and
SoottechAB. The purpose of themerger was to create a world-leading cleantech company
with a superior product portfolio in energy conversion adapted for industrial boilers and
incinerators.

Heat Management’s customersare foundinpower and heating plants,pulp and paper mills,
cruise- and shipping industry, cement plants, refineries and carbon capture applications.
Today, Heat Management supports our 500+ customers with unique, patented solutions in a
large numberof applications around the world.

Wave Impact Heat Management AB
Landsvägen 50A
17263 Sundbyberg, Sweden

E-mail: info@heatmanage.com
Phone: +46 8-66133 10
Fax: +46 8-66133 60


